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Arabs In The Jewish State
A side effect of the improved relations between Israel and Arab states, especially in the Arabian Peninsula (UAE, Saudi Arabia), is more Israeli Arabs are joining the IDF (Israeli Defense Forces). All ...
Attrition: Arabs In the IDF
Israel Police on Monday interrogated with a warning a Jewish Homeowner from the Sheikh Jarrah neighborhood in eastern Jerusalem on suspicion of shooting an Arab burglar and injuring him in the leg.
Police Detain, Confiscate Gun of Jewish Homeowner Who Shot Arab Burglar
There were outbreaks of severe violent and murderous riots by Arabs ... state idea.” Gil Rubin, in his 2019 study, notes that Jabotinsky, despite writing in 1937, “From a Jewish perspective ...
Jabotinsky, Arabs and the Jewish homeland - opinion
Contrary to US expectations a Palestinian state would add a rogue regime to the stormy region, intensify terrorism and war, inflame regional instability, exacerbate the Israel-Palestinian conflict, ...
The Two-State Solution
Ben & Jerry’s boycott of the West Bank—it claimed that operating in this region is “inconsistent with our values”—isn’t just hurting certain people economically. It’s a dagger aimed at Israel.
COUNTERPOINT: Ben & Jerry’s boycott maligns the Jewish nation and twists history
Sorek has written a subtle and apparently non-partisan account of the place of Arabs in the Jewish state. Thanks to its refreshingly clear prose, this book should have an appeal beyond specialists in ...
Arab Soccer in a Jewish State
BEN-GVIR: (Through interpreter) It is true that some Arabs are very upset that people are waving the Israeli flag. I say it is our state, our land. That is what democracy and a Jewish state are ...
A Hard-Line Jewish Nationalist Is Accused Of Stoking Anger Between Jews And Arabs
How did you select which stories to tell, and what did you find to be the central ingredients of a good friend? Ginsberg: I approached the book as a fan of the presidency. I just indulged my interests ...
How Eddie Jacobson Convinced President Truman to Recognize the State of Israel
We need a demilitarized state that recognizes a Jewish state. MITCHELL: Can — telling your supporters — NETANYAHU: But an Arab vote is, I think, it’s very, very important. First of all ...
Bibi: Wait, the Arabs Love Me!
Arab-Jewish riots broke out in Israeli cities soon ... should stop building settlements “on what could potentially be a Palestinian state” in the West Bank, because that state is needed ...
A Rap Song Lays Bare Israel’s Jewish-Arab Fracture — and Goes Viral
Sen. Ted Cruz is blocking the advance of a bill that would promote normalization between Israel and Arab states because it includes language enshrining a two-state solution as ...
Ted Cruz blocks bill advancing Israel-Arab normalization, citing pressure on Israel to reach two-state solution
is sacrificed in the name of codifying Israel as a Jewish state. The means, practically, that the law may give legal privileges to Jews that will not be enjoyed by Arabs and that Jewish ...
Jewish Outlets Praise and Condemn Israel’s Nation-State Law
Only Justice Karra, the sole Palestinian-Arab judge ... The law cemented Jewish collective rights — affirming the state’s national symbols as Jewish and exclusively promoting Jewish settlement ...
What was the Nation State Law really about?
The Palestinian issue is crucial to Arab countries and the crux of the Arab-Israeli conflict. The proposed Palestinian state would peacefully coexist with the Jewish state. Land-for-peace is a ...
A Palestinian State Would Cripple US Interests in the Region
Malveaux’s anti-Jewish and anti-Zionist views ... s other College of Ethnic Studies at San Francisco State University and Director of Arab and Muslim Ethnicities and Diasporas (AMED).
What Appointment of New Cal State LA Ethnic Studies Dean May Mean for Jewish Students
“[T]he state considers the development of Jewish settlement a national value ... Ayman Odeh, chair of the largely Israeli-Arab Joint List party, called the ruling “racist and anti-democratic ...
Israel’s Supreme Court upholds law declaring Israel nation-state of the Jewish people
The Ben & Jerry’s boycott of the West Bank — it claimed that operating in this region is “inconsistent with our values” — isn’t just hurting certain people economically. It’s ...
Counterpoint: Boycott maligns the Jewish nation and twists history
Is a Jewish nationalist with a loyal following, a member of Israel's parliament, inciting violence between Jews and Arabs? Here's NPR's Deborah Amos from Jerusalem. DEBORAH AMOS, BYLINE: In many of ...
A Hard-Line Jewish Nationalist Is Accused Of Stoking Anger Between Jews And Arabs
He, however, says he's standing up for his view of Israel as a Jewish state. Get a quick look at the most important local stories of the day with KUOW's Today So Far newsletter. Help guide our ...
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